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Download Zip.Unlicensed THC stores, where a customer can buy the drug without a doctor's prescription, have been reported at at least nine locations in Colorado since the state began allowing marijuana to be sold to consumers in January. Of the nine dispensaries, four have filed for bankruptcy, and the nine others are either headed for bankruptcy or have
shut down. State officials have noticed the trend and have been looking into the issue. "We have been looking into it as we receive these reports of people walking into dispensaries and buying marijuana and that raises some very red flags for us," said Mark Couch, director of communications and research for the Colorado Department of Public Health and
Environment (CDPHE), which is responsible for overseeing the state's medical marijuana dispensaries and issuing licenses to sell recreational marijuana. Couch says state officials have been "very busy" lately "investigating some of the dispensaries that are just going bankrupt." According to Couch, those that are already closed, "are currently under
investigation and we have an outstanding warrant to search the business," he said, referring to a lien holder or other authority demanding payment from the business owner. "We're taking the necessary steps to comply with our obligations and to make sure that we have an orderly process to get these businesses up and running again." An ordinance passed by
Denver City Council last year allows the city to shut down unlicensed marijuana dispensaries. According to the ordinance, any shop still operating without a city license after Nov. 28, 2014, is subject to closure without a hearing before the Denver Health Department, which is in charge of issuing and enforcing the license. Denver's recreational marijuana
dispensaries can sell up to an ounce to anyone 21 or over, but medical marijuana dispensaries are restricted to selling up to an ounce to any one customer who has a medical marijuana card. According to Tom Clark, city attorney for Denver, the ordinance is not only meant to protect the city's taxpayers and the businesses' owners, but is also meant to ensure that
the public has access to legal marijuana. But unlicensed recreational shops are certainly an eyesore. As one Denver resident
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